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December Enrichment Activities
Grades 3-6

Students: After reading “Connections,” compare and contrast fiction vs. nonfiction using the 
Venn Diagram below. On the outside circles, describe in words how the two types of reading 
materials are different. In the middle circle, tell how they are the same. 

   Non-fiction       Fiction        Both
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December Enrichment Activities
Grades 3-6

Students: After reading “Around the World,” find the words provided at the bottom of the page in 
the puzzle. Rules: Words can go in any direction.  Words can share letters as they cross over each 
other. Good luck and have fun!

Africa              Asia                bilingual   Arabic
world   communication      countries                        French
English  Europe    New Guinea Papua       Spanish
Pacific Islands language    Mandarin Chinese        Russian
multilingual           population    United States             Portugese
  

Language Makes the World Go Round
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December Enrichment Activities
Grades 3-6

Students: After reading “Wildville,” write a story about the adventures of a 
library cat. Be creative! What will your cat’s name be? What mischief will it 
get into? Does it have a favorite book? Write your tale below. If you need more 
room, just use the back side of the sheet. 
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December Enrichment Activities
Grades 3-6

Answer Key

Students: After reading “Connections,” compare and contrast fiction vs. nonfiction 
using the Venn Diagram below. On the outside circles, describe in words how the 
two types of reading materials are different. In the middle circle, tell how they are the 
same. Parents/Teachers: Possible answers are below but may vary. 

  

   Non-fiction       Fiction        Both

made-up elements like 
time travel, mythical 
creatures and fairytales

genres like mystery, ro-
mance, science-fiction, 
historical fiction, 
fantasy and fables

teaches facts about 
people, places, things 
and events

Examples are educational 
materials, references, 
newpaper articles and 
biographies

genres include science, 
history, biographies, 
cooking, art, health and 
fitness, music and more

promotes learning 
about the world and 
critical thinking skills

developes creativity, 
social skills & empathy

Fosters imagination 
and creativity and is 
entertertaining

three parts: 
character, plot and 
setting

Has a beginning, 
middle and end

Both teach 
important skills

reading 
materials
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December Enrichment Activities
Grades 3-6

Answer Key

Students: After reading “Around the World,” find the words provided at the bottom of the page in 
the puzzle. Rules: Words can go in any direction.  Words can share letters as they cross over each 
other. Good luck and have fun! Parents/teachers: Answers are below. 

Africa              Asia                bilingual   Arabic
world   communication      countries                        French
English  Europe    New Guinea Papua       Spanish
Pacific Islands language    Mandarin Chinese        Russian
multilingual           population    United States             Portugese
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Answer Key

Students: After reading “Wildville,” write a story about the adventures of a 
library cat. Be creative! What will your cat’s name be? What mischief will it 
get into? Does it have a favorite book? Write your tale below. If you need more 
room, just use the back side of the sheet. Parents/Teachers: Stories will vary.


